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Inequality and growth: a review of the theory

• Inequality has been hypothesized to affect economic growth 
through various mechanisms:

– Savings
• Kaldor (1957)

– Credit constraints and investment indivisibilities
• Banerjee and Newman (1993)
• Galor and Zeira (1993)
• Aghion and Bolton (1997)

– Political economy
• Alesina and Rodrik (1994)
• Persson and Tabellini (1994)
• Bénabou (2000)
• Ferreira (2001)

– Excellent surveys include:

• Voitchovsky (2009)



Inequality and growth: a review of the evidence

• Phase I - cross-section 
results: “inequality is bad for 
growth”

• Alesina and Rodrik (1994)

• Persson and Tabelini (1994)

• Deininger and Squire (JDE, 1998)

Table from Alesina and Rodrik (1994)



Inequality and growth: a review of the evidence

• Forbes (AER, 2000): With panel data, (recent) inequality is good for growth:



Inequality and growth: a review of the evidence

• Phase II:

– Li and Zou (RDE, 1998): 

• Similar results to Forbes.

– Barro (JEG, 2000): 

• No overall relationship, but negative effect of inequality on growth among poor countries, and positive 
among rich countries.

– Voitchovsky (JEG, 2005):

• No overall relationship when inequality is measured by a scalar index, but top-end inequality “good”, while 
bottom-end inequality “bad”.

– Banerjee and Duflo (JEG, 2003):  “The …data does seem inconsistent with a linear structure.”

• Phase III:

– Easterly (2007):  

• Inequality, instrumented by agricultural endowments, hurts growth

– Berg, Ostry and Zettelmeyer (JDE, 2012):

• Inequality reduces the duration of high-growth spells

– Ravallion (AER, 2012):

• Initial poverty, rather than inequality, is negatively associated with economic growth (and also with 
the growth elasticity of poverty)



Are we capturing the “right” inequality?

• Lack of subtlety in the basic cross-section approach often 
criticized: top vs. bottom, poor vs. rich countries; inequality 
vs. poverty, etc. 

• A new angle:  the cholesterol analogy

– Inequality of opportunity vs. inequality of effort

“The rise in inequality in the United States over the last three 
decades has reached the point that inequality in incomes is 

causing an unhealthy division in opportunities, and is a threat 
to our economic growth.” 

(Alan Krueger, 12 January 2012)

• How can we empirically separate out inequality of 
opportunity from that due to efforts?



Inequality of Opportunity

• Large literature on definitions and measurement of inequality of opportunity

– Roemer (1993, 1998)

– Van de Gaer (1993)

– Bourguignon et al. (2007)

– Checchi and Peragine (2010)

– Ferreira and Gignoux (2011)

– Recent surveys: Roemer and Trannoy (2015) and Ferreira and Peragine (forthcoming)

• Basic framework:

Population of agents indexed by i,                     , with i characterized by 

C is a vector of J elements, each of which is discrete and can take a finite number of values xj.

Define a partition

such that 
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Inequality of Opportunity

• Following  Van de Gaer (1993), Ooghe et al. (2007) and Ferreira and Gignoux (2011), we 
consider the support of Fk(y) as each type’s opportunity set. 

• Value it by its mean:

• Then equality of opportunity is attained when

• Measuring inequality of opportunity would now seem to require assessing differences 
in the smoothed distribution           , rather than on the marginal distribution y =                      

• This immediately leads to two candidate measures, which yield lower-bound measures:

• IOL:                                                     and IOR: 

• If I() is one of the Theil indices, then θa is the between-group component of a 
standard Theil decomposition, and θr is RB (Cowell and Jenkins, 1995).
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Inequality of Opportunity - Precedent

• Marrero and Rodriguez (2013): “Inequality of opportunity and growth”, 
Journal of Development Economics, 104: 107-122.

– Use PSID data for 26 US states

– t=3: 1970, 1980, 1990

– Ex-ante I.Op.: between-type inequality

– Eight types, on the basis of race and father’s education

– Household heads aged 18-65 only.



Data

• In this paper, we explore the relationship between IOp
and economic growth in two panels of countries that 
are as close to that used by Forbes (2000) as possible: 

– Income / expenditure surveys (IES)
• Advantages: nationally representative, detailed income / 

consumption indicators

• Disadvantages: only 19 developing countries (out of 42)

– Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS)
• Advantages: 42 developing countries, broader geographical coverage

• Disadvantages: measure of economic advantage is a wealth index.



Data: Income / expenditure surveys 

• Unlike Forbes (2000), we had to construct IOp measures from household-
level data.

• GMM specification requires comparable surveys across at least three time 
periods.

– 42 countries, 118 surveys

• Sources: Luxembourg Income Study, World Bank (I2D2), SEDLAC, three 
additional surveys.

• Partition into types is held constant within countries over time

• Wide diversity of data availability on circumstances across countries

– Number of types range from 6 to 1224 (Table A1)

– Dummy included for income v. expenditure

– Quartic on number of types included.



Data: Demographic and Health Surveys

• Again: GMM specification requires comparable surveys across at least 
three time periods.
– 42 countries, 134 surveys

• IOp measure:                               obtained from a regression

• where                            is the first principal component of a set of household 
assets, x.
– Ferreira, Gignoux and Aran (JOEI, 2011)

– Filmer and Pritchett (Dem, 2001)

– McKenzie (J. Pop. E, 2005)

• Circumstances include religion, ethnicity, mother tongue, region of birth, 
number of siblings.
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Econometric Specification

• On both the IES and DHS samples we estimate:

• and

– IOp:  between-type share of the MLD (for IES)

– Controls:

• Male education: Proportion of men 25 and older with any secondary 
schooling

• Female education: Proportion of women 25 and older with any secondary 
schooling

• PPPI: market distortions in the price level of investment goods relative to the 
US (Summers and Heston database, as used by Forbes, 2000)



Econometric Specification

• Both equations are estimated under the following specifications:

• OLS, fixed effects, long-run OLS (10 years), difference-GMM, system-
GMM

– OLS: stable workhorse, but regressors likely endogenous.

– Fixed effects: Control for time-invariant unobservables, but lagged dependent 
variable makes FE estimator unreliable.

– Difference GMM: Persistent time series + small T -> weak instrument biases.

– System GMM: Instrument proliferation -> weak Hansen test (overidentification); 
use PCA and collapsing to reduce instrument set (Roodman, 2009).

– System GMM with collapsed instrument set: use Kleinbergen-Papp test for 
under-identification (Bazzi and Clemens, 2013)



Results: Total inequality





Results: Inequality of opportunity





Conclusions (so to speak…)

1. New evidence on the cross-country association between inequality and 
subsequent growth.

– Greatly improved comparability in inequality measures.

– More recent panel, with more diverse coverage

– Incorporates recent innovations in GMM estimation, as well as concerns with its robustness

2. Overall, the evidence is (weakly) suggestive of a negative relationship between 
total inequality and growth, unlike previous panel results.

– A positive relationship appears much less likely than in Forbes (2000).

3. But the evidence in support of our original hypothesis on the link between 
inequality of opportunity and growth is weak and unstable.

– In contrast to within-country estimates, such as Marrero and Rodrigues (2013)

– Measurement error, particular in the lower-bound estimate for I.Op. could be likely to 
blame.  

– But other explanations – such as no relationship – cannot be excluded.

– Until much better measurement of circumstances is available over time and across 
countries, cross-country regressions – however, carefully executed – are unlikely to be able 
to teach us much.


